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We continue the study of general interface problems. We prove regularity and asymptotics of solutions in 
usual Sobolev spaces for non-constant coefficients operators. We also give the stabilization procedure when 
unstable decompositions appear near a critical angle. 

6. Introduction 

This paper is the second of a work concerning general interface problems. rn Part r, 
we stated the general framework. We showed that the variational solution admits 
a decomposition into regular and singular parts in weighted Soholev spaces for 
homogeneous operators with constant coefficients. The first aim of Part II is to get 
similar results for arbitrary operators and in usual Sobolev spaces. The second goal is 
to restore a stable asymptotics for unstable decomposition occurring near critical 
angles. 

We have numbered the sections continuously with the first part; sections 1- 5 form 
Part I, sections 6-9 form Part II. We obviously use the notations and results of the 
first part without any comment and refer to them only by quotation of their numbers. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 7, we show that the variational 
solution of an interface problem for homogeneous operators with constant coefficients 
admits a decomposition into singular and regular parts. This is made in a more or less 
usual way, using the previous results in weighted Sobolev spaces (of section 4) and the 
so-called polynomial resolution, which means that we solve the problem with poly
nomial right-hand sides. In dimension 2 and for data in H*", k a positive integer, due to 
the limit case of the Sobole~ imbedding theorem, we use an interpolation argument 
(see [20J for a particular situation). 
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We extend the previous results for general operators in section 8. This is proved in 
two steps: firstly for a fixed vertex, we show that the principal part (frozen at this 
vertex) of the operator is Fredholm (between usual Soholev spaces) in the infinite cone 
which coincides with.Q in a neighbourhood of this vertex. Here we use a localization 
technique (instead of the Mellin transformation argument), taking into account the 
previous results on bounded domains. Secondly, we use Dauge's perturbation argu· 
ments (see [4, section 10]). 

In the above·mentioned decomposition of the weak solution, the singular part 
comes from two different considerations: one comes from the comparison results in 
weighted Sobolcv spaces, while the other comes from the polynomial resolution. In 
both cases (as the numerical examples show), some singular exponents give rise to 
unstable decomposition with respect to the variation of the angles of the conical 
points. ]n section 9, we show how to restore a stable asymptotics in both cases using 
differential equations in Hilbert spaces, perturbation theory for linear operators and 
divided differences (see [4J). We give two applications: a boundary value problem for 
operator of order 2m with Dirichlet boundary conditions in a cone of Ikf and 
a particular transmission problem. 

Let us finally say that throughout this paper we impose the assumptions of 
section 4, except that the operators Ai> F iqj are arbitrary as in section 2.3. Conforming 
to the notations of section 3, for a differential operator B, defined either in 0 ; or on 
a side rill' we denote by BS its principal part frozen at S when S is a fixed vertex of n. 

7. Constant coefficient operators 

As usual, to pass from weighted Sobolev spaces to usual ones, we need to solve 
explicitly the considered problem with right·hand sides which are polynomials. This 
will be our first goal. Before doing so, we define some spaces of polynomials; If () is an 
open set of JR:". I E I and S E [1', we set: 

pf' (8) = {q: q a homogeneous polynomial of degree I defined on O} if I ~ 0, 
pf'(O) = (O) if 1< 0, 
P!'(Cs) = (q defined on Cs : qi E PI'(Ci)j, 

X 119", 2Ir P~"'lqi r.'l)}' 
where PIli (ri'l) is simply the set of the restriction to Cq of the clements of P~ (Rn). 

Lemma 7.1. Let S EY' and IE N befixed. Thenfor all {p, {qi,;}, {q"'j)) E X~(Cs), there 
exists a (non-unique) solution Ws E L~<>c(Cs) of 

AiwSi = P i in C i • Vi E %s, 

Bi'ljWSi = qiqj on riq , Vj E {O, ... , m - l}. 1'1'l E ifs , 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

B ;qjWs; - Bj'q 'jWSi ' = qU'j on r iq, 'r/j E {O, 1, ... ,2m - l}, )' iq = 1' ; 'q' E J!j. 
(7.3) 
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Proof We use the Kondratiev ansatz [8], looking for WSi in the form 
N, 

wSi(r, w) ~ r' I IP,,(w)(lnr)' , (7.4) 

where (r, w) are spherical coordinates centred at S. If I is not an eigenvalue of d s({), 
then we may take N, = 0; otherwise we have to take N, as the higher length of the 
Jordan blocks associated with the eigenvalue I (see also [19, section 4] or section 9.1 
hereafter. • 

Definition 7.2. Let S E Y and lEN be fixed. 
(a) We say that the operator {AI> B/qj} is injective modulo the polynomials on S'(Cs) 

iffany solulion Ws in the/orm (7.4) 0/(7.1)- (7.3) with a right-hand side in X~(Cs), is in 
p,H(CS) (ef [4 Deftn;l;on 3.8]). 

(b) I/{A i• Biq;} is not injective modulo the polynomials on S'(Cs), then we take a basis 
{q~}~~ 1 0/ the space 

X:' (Cs)\y:' (Cs), 

where we have set 

y:1 (Cs) = { { (A,Pi)'o;.Ks ' {Bjq;PiL''1els' {Biq;Pi - Bl'q'JPd 11. " ~1 .•. eJ$} 

such rhal pE P~(Cs»). 

From Lemma 7.1,/or ve{J , ... , MI } , we may fix once and for all a solution es.I.~ of 
problem (7.1)-(7.3) with data q~. Thefunctions {eS , I'Y}~~ l are clearly linearly indepen
dent and cannot be polynomials, For simplicity, if {A;. B,qj} is injective modulo the 
polynomials 0/ S'(Cs), we set M/ = 0, 

For kEN. P E] 1, + 00 [ in dimension 2 and p = 2 in dimension 3, we introduce the 
Banach space, where we shall take the data 

m-' 
X"'''(Q):= 1I"t,p(n) x n n Wk -+ 2m - m(Q J-l /P ,P(Yi,) n Hm- mlQj- 1/2(Yiq) 

Y.qe~ j = O 

2m - I 
X n n Wi + 2m - m.~r I /P,P(yjq) n Hm- m''1r 1/2(Yjq), 

Y.4eJ i>< O 

with the agreement that we take the intersection if mi~; ~ m - 1. otherwise we simply 
take W H2m-m!4r 1/p,p(Yiq)' Let N = [k + 2m - nJp]' For a fixed (f, {gi,;}, 
{gw;}) E Xk,P(O). we denote by n ~ _ 2m Ji the limited Taylor expansion of fi at S of 
order N - 2m, i.e. 

x' 
n~ _ 2.!;(X) ~ I D"!;(S)" 

1«1 0;; N-2m lX, 

in the Euclidean co-ordinates x centred at S. Obviously, if N < 2m, we take 
n~ _ 2mJi = O. Analogously, we denote by n~ -m(dO/qj• thdimited Taylor expansion of 
gjq; at S of order N - mi,; (in dimension 3, this is the restriction to "Ii, of n!-mi4Jhiqj 
when hiqjE WIc+2m - mI 4 i ,p(n,) is such that hi,) = gid on l'i4)' By Lemma 7.1 and 
Definition 7.2, there exists a solution Ws E Li;.c(Cs) of 

(7.5) 
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BiqjWS.i = n~ _ "';"Jgjqj on Yiq' Vj E {O, ... ,m - l}, Yi" E 4 s• 

BiqjWS.i - Bi,q,jWS,i' = n~ _ "'/"jgii'j on Yiq, 

Vj E {O, ... ,2m - t}. "'Ii" = "'Ii'q' E§s. 

This solution admits the expansion 

N M, 

Ws = L. L ds ,l,ves,l,v + qs, 
1"' 0 y "" I 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

where qs is a polynomial on each Ci , i E ..¥S, and dS,l,v E C is a linear combination of 
D"'jj(S) for lal ~ 1 - 2m. of D4giqj(S) for lal ~ 1- miqj and of D4gii')(S) for lal ~ 1- miqj' 

Theorem 7.3. Let P E ]1, + co [ \{2} in dimension 2 and p = 2 in dimeflSion 3. Assume 
that the line Re( = k + 2m - nIp contains no eigenvalue of .s('!i"({) for all S E g. Take 
(f, {g',I)' {gwI)) E X"'(Q) satisfying 

ds ., .• ~O, V1EZ,,[0, ... ,m - ~l v~ 1, .. . ,M,: M, #0. (7.9) 

Then there exist.~ a unique weak solution U E -*'::'(0) of problems (2.6)-(2.8), in the sen.~e 
that there exists v E Jf'::,(Q) satisfying (4.12) and (4.13) when miq) ~ m - t and 
u E Vo = V + V satisfies (4.17). This solution admits tile expansion 

u = Uo + 
S,y 

(A .J.! . k)",,! (k.p.O) 

where Uo E "If'"k + 2"""(0), CS . A.".k E C and we define 

S,Y 
('.")f"II~(k.") 

A§(k, p) ~ {(I, v): IE Z" Jm - i, k + 2m - ~[ 
such that M, -=FO; v = I , ... , M,}. 

Finally, we have the estimate 

S, y 
(A./J..k)I!!,..!(k.p.O) 

where C does not depend on the data. 

Proof Let us set 

d <l> eS,l.v 
5,1. y S , 

In view of(7.5)-(7.7), and using the Hardy inequalities, we have 

i:= Ji - AiWi E ,-r~'P(Oj), Vi E S, 

g~ . . '= g . . - B ,w. E Vk + 2"'-"' iQr I{P,"(y. ) 
'q}' 'v jill' 0 ." 

for alljE {0, ... ,1n - I}, y"E S , and 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

(7.12) 
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for anj E {O, . .. ,m - I}, )'i'l = f i ''I' E oF. Therefore, by Corollary 4.4, with)' = 0, there 
exists a unique weak solution U E £:'(0) of problem (2.6H2.8) with data i, Ol'lj, Ojj'j, 
which admits the expansion 

s.9' 
(,I., l',k)EA~ (t , p,O) 

c (u)~ us, ,1.,1','\ 
S,,I.,/I,'\ S • (7.13) 

where Uo E"f"~+2m·p(n) and CS,.l,,..,k(U) means that it is a continuous linear form on the 
data U. Setting u = u + w. we deduce that u E £':'(0) is the unique weak solution of 
problem (2.6H2.8), since the assumption (7.9) implies that 

Ws E Jt'20(0) 

(using the expansion (7.8) of Ws and Remark AA.3 of [4]). 
By the continuous dependence of w with respect to f, Bi'lj and Bii'i and using the 

estimate (4.11) for iio, we obtain (7.12). • 

For p = 2 in dimension 2, we shall use an interpolation argument as in [18]. 

Theorem 7.4. Let n = 2 and p = 2. Assume that {Ai. Bi'li} is injective modulo the 
polynomials on SH2m - I(C,s) and the line Re{ = k + 2m - 1 contains no eigenvalue of 
.<1,(0 except possibly at C = k + 2m - l,Jor all S E Y. 

Under the same assumptions onf, giqi and gii'ias in Theorem 7.3, then the conclusion of 
Theorem 7.3 st ill holds. 

Proof We set p(O) = 2 - ,and p(l) = 2 + ',where, > 0 is fixed sufficiently small so 
that no eigenvalue of .<1s (O belongs to the strip ReC E [k + 2m - 2/p(O), 
k + 2m - 2/ p(l)] except eventually k + 2m - I (see [4, section 4]). 

For j = 0 or I, by Theorem 7.3, for all (f, {g"i}' {g,o)) E X"""'(O) satisfying (7.9), 
there exists a unique solution uUJ of (2.6)- (2.8), which admits the expansion 

d <b eS,I, v 
S.I,Y S • (7.14) 

,s liSl' s~y 

(A.,..._) li A ~ (k . pUl ,(O) (I , Y)EA 1(.,2) 

where u~1 E 1YH2m,P())(Cl). The coefficient ck,.l,I'.1r. E C is given by 
. J 

c~.,I.,,...1r. = cs .... II ,t(u - I:s~'y«J)sws), (7.15) 

where w4 is the solution of (7.5)-(7.7) with data n~j- 2mj; , n~J_ ,",,,,gi'li' n!J_,",,,,gWj, 
when Ni = k + 2m - 2 if j = 0 and k + 2m - 1 if j = 1. 

Now, we introduce the operator 

(7.16) 

where ubO) is the unique regular part appearing in (7.14) for j = O. The estimate (7.12) 
shows that T is a bounded operator. Let us now prove that T is also bounded from 
X','O'(O) into ",,"'0'''''(0). To do that let us fix (f, {9;,J). {gWJ}) E X"""(O), then 
the unique solution u e Jt'~(0) of (2.6H2.8) admits both expansion (7.14) for j = 0 
and 1. 

From the exact expansion (7.8) of w4 and the hypothesis of injectivity modulo the 
polynomials, we deduce that 

wi - w2 = qi - q~ = p in a neighbourhood of S, 
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where P E p:l+2m _ 1 (Cs). Moreover, since p behaves like r.l:+ 2m - I near S, we clearly 

have 

wi - w~ E fJ ~ 2m,P(O)(0). 

Owing to Theorem 4.2, we get 

cs • .l..u , ~(w~ - w~) = 0, 'V..1.: Re ..1. < k + 2m - 1. (7.17) 

Joined with (7.15), we obtain 

c1 = CO 'v' A: Re ), < k + 2m - 1. S . .l.. u.k S,.l..P, /t.· (7.18) 

Substracting (7.14) for j ~ 0 from (7.14) for j ~ 1 and using (7.18), we arrive at 

From the assumption of injectivity modulo the polynomials. we khow that uS 
• .l..I'.lt. is 

a polynomial when), = k + 2m - 1. This shows that uhO) E "11'".1:+2",·1'°'(0), while the 
estimate (7.12) for j = 1 proves the boundedncss of T as an operator from X/c,fI(l)(!l) 
into 1f/k.-+ Zm,p{ I)(O). 

The conclusion follows by interpolation since the Riesz- Thorin theorem implies 
that T is a bounded operator from Xk.2(f.!) into 1I'Jt.+ 2 .... 2(0.). 

Let us finally notice that (7.18) shows that the application 

1I".~OI«(l)~ C:(J, (g.,,}, (g ... ,})~ cL., .• 
is also a bounded operator from 1f'k.P(l)(O) into C. By interpolation, this proves that 
(7.12) stili holds for p ~ 2. • 

8. Non-constant coefficients operators 

r n this section. we fix once and for all a vertex S E!I' and define the following 
domains. For all i E .Ai's. we set: 

(I) (lSI ~ C. n B(S, \ ) in dimension 3, 
(2) Os; is the triangle in C; determined by the three vertices of C, n 8(S, 1) (see 

Fig. 19) in dimension 2. 
(3) r.\ ~ r., n B(S, I), 
(4) f,' ~ oQs;\u, r.\ . 
We now define 

Ws ~ (u E .>!"~(Qs) satisfying (8.1 )- (8.4)}, 

the latter being a Hilbert space with the inner product of Jf''''(Os). 

F~ju; = 0 on ri~. 'VYiq E Is. j E f/;q. 

F~jUi = 0 on r;~, 

F; .q'ju i' ~ 0 on fAi" 'v' Yiq = Yi'q' E J s, j E ffl.·. 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 
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Fig. 18 

F~qjUi = Ff.q'jUj' on ri~ ' VYiq = Yi'q' E ~ s, j E gr." (8.3) 

ajUj ~2 
QV j =Oon Ii. Vj=O, ... ,m-I, iE%s. (8.4) 

We finally introduce a sesquilinear form bs on Ws as follows: 

bs(u, v) = I I a;,(s)l D"u(x)D'v(x)dx, 'tu, VE Ws. 
/E ...... ~ /2 _ IPI '" III 0 ., 

(8.5) 

Lemma 8.1. Under the previous assumptions, bs is strongly coercive on Ws. 

Proof By (2.19) and using analogous arguments as in [4, Proposition 8.1], there exists 
a positive constant rx such that 

(8.6) 
- -where bs and Ws are defined as bs and Ws replacing OSi by C/; l' JJt''"(Cs ) denote, as 

usual, the semi-norm of jfPm(cs). 
On the other hand, for u E Ws , let us denote by ii, its extension to Cs by zero outside 

Os. We easily check that u remains in Ws. Therefore, the estimate (8.6) implies that 

Re bs(u. u) ~ a:lul.i-m(n~), Vu E Ws . 

This proves the lemma, since the boundary conditions (8.4) imply that the norm and 
the semi-norm of Jffm are equivalent on Ws . 

Since Os is a domain in the sense of section 2.1 and the sesquilinear form bs is 
strongly coercive on Ws. we may apply the results of Theorems 7.3 and 7.4 on Os . This 
will be useful in the following theorem. In this theorem, we need the following 
assumptions (Hn); 

(H 2 ) In dimension 2, we suppose that {Ar. B~j} is injective modulo the polynomials 
on sI:+2m - I(Cs). and the line ReA. = k + 2m - 1 contains no eigenvalue of J1Is«) 
except possibly at C = k + 2m - 1. 

(HJ ) In dimension 3, we assume that the line Re ( = k + 2m - ~ contains no 
eigenvalue of"" s(O. 

Theorem 8.2. If (H 0) holds, then the operator US + I defined by 

Us + I: Jf2.H(CS) n Jf:(Cs) _ X·· 2(Cs), 

U-+ ({Afui + uiL" ...... s. {B~iui}j '"' O .... . m - l. {B~jul- B~q·j}j'=o . . .. 2m - l) 
Yf q" l . 1'. '" 11'1'''''' 

(8.7) 
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is a Fredholm operator of index ~ - N s. where we set N s = # A1 + # Al with (see 
(4.10) and (7 .11 » 

AJ ~ «.1. ~. k) E Al(k, 2, 0) : us.,., .• is not a polynomial), 

A1 ~ A1(k, 2). 

Proof It consists of four steps. Let us fix F ~ (f, (9,,;). (gll';)) in XI .l(CS)· 

Step I. Suppose that F satisfies 

ds.,.,(F) ~ 0, V(I, v) E A1 . (8.8) 

Owing to Lemma 7.1 , there exists a polynomial P. depending linearly on F. 
solution of 

Alp. = n~ - 2InJi in Ch Vi E ,..,vs, 

Bf,jPI = n~ - ,"i.jgi,j on ri, . Vj = 0, ... , m - I, )'i, e8s . 

s s S 
B1,j PI- Bj'/(ipi' = nN - mfd gii') on rl,. 
Vj = 0 • . .. , 2m - 1. )';, = }'r,' E-'S' 

Moreover, from the constructive method of this lemma, we know that 

for some alII E C, so that 

PI E Jt'~IIK(C:'i). 

(8.9) 

(8.10) 

(8.11) 

(8.12) 

In dimension 2, we notice that {Af, B~j} is injective modulo the polynomials on 
S' - '(Cs) due to (2.19) and using analogous arguments as in [4. Section 9.0]. 

Step 2. We set 
hi,j = gi,j - B~;(~SPi) on Ii,. Vj = 0, ... , m - 1, }'I, e8s• 

hll'j'"" 9 11'j - Bf,icbsPi) + Bf,,'j(<l>spr) on fi, . 

Vj = 0, ... ,2m - 1, )'i, = ri' ,' e-'s· 

Owing to Proposition AA.29 of [4], hi,j, hWj E ~+2 m - ml.J - "l.I near S, with y = 0 in 
dimension 3 and y > 0 in dimension 2. By Lemma 4.3, there exists 
v E 1"'~ + 2m.2(Cs) U .1l't+ 2"'(CS) solution of 

(8.13) 

~JVi - Bfc'J Vi' = hji'J on Ii,. Vj = 0 •... ,2m - I, '}'If = '}'I ' f ' eJs . (8.14) 

Step 3. We introduce 
. , 
f ~ (f, - (A, + (1 - <I>,))(v, + <I>,p,)}. • .K.' 

From the regularity of v, we see thatje Ws. By the estimate (8.6) and a perturbation 
argument, if supp4>s is sufficiently small (what we suppose from now on), then there 
exists a unique solution Ii E Ws of 

b,(u, v) + L f. (I - <l>s)u,v, dx ~ (i. v), Vu E W, . 
le%& Cj 

(8.15) 
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Setting u = Ii + v + I!>sP, by (8.12)--(8.15), it is clear that u belongs to JI"~(Cs) and 
satisfies. 

A~Ui + (1 - cbs)u, = /; in C" 'Vi e J s, 

B~jUj = 91qj on fi,l' Vj = 0, ... ,m - 1, )'Iq els, (8.16) 

B~juj - Bf,q'juj' = gij ' j on r iq , Vj = 0, ... , 2m - 1, )'iq = )'j 'q' eJs. 

From the regularity results for systems of PDE in smooth domains, we can say that 

U E.?Ifk t- 2m far from S. (8.17) 

Step 4. In view of (8.1 6), (S.17) and the fact that (I -l!>s)l!>s = 0 near S, I!>su E JI"~(Qs) 

may be seen as a solution of 

Ar(cllsui} = j;S in 0Si. Vi E .iVs, 
s s , . 

Biqi«1>sUj) = Yiqj on liq, 'tIJ = 0, ... , m - I, Yiq E8s, 

B~j(<<1>SUi} - Bf,fj(<<1>sUi' ) = g~'j on r;lq, 

Vj = 0, ... • 2m - 1, liq = )'i'q' EJs• 

a' 
ovJ(Cllsuj) = 0 on rl, Vj = 0, ... , m - 1, i E%s. 

The function fS has the following properties: 

(i) fi" =[; in a neighbourhood of S, 
(ii) there exists a constant C > 0 (independent of f) such that 

(8.18) 

Il/s lI ... ,n,) <; C IlF llx"c,). (S.l9) 

Analogous properties hold for gf'li and gL· 
Applying Theorem 7.3 or 7.4 to the problem (8.18), we can say that if 

CS.A., .• (US, {g;,j), {gL)) = 0, If ('\, ~, k) E Ai, (8.20) 

then 4>su E.JItk + 2m (OS), 

Conclusion. We have shown that if F satisfies (8.8) and (8.20), then there exists 
U E.JItk + 21f1(CS) solution of (8.16). Since (8.8) and (8.20) define continuous linear forms 
on Xk(CS )' the range of US + (1 - <l>s) is closed and has a finite codimension ~ Ns· 
Finally, its kernel is reduced to {O} by the third step. 

We are now in a position to give the decomposition results for operators with 
variable coefficients before we need to define the singular functions of our problem 
(see [4, equation (5.9)]). 

Definition 8.3. For an arbitrary lEN u {O}, we set 

x' 
A;,(x,D.) = I I D'a~(S)-prD~, 

2m-I G ("1,, 2m ItII ~ I+I"I - 21f1 . 
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[f 0-5 ,1,1' ,1: is a singular function of Us, we define 0":' ), ' 1' .• by recurrence over pE N u {O} 
as follows: 

.... S.l.I',. _ .... ,s,1,j.!,1< 
vo - v , 

(1~,;.,,..1< is a solution of 

,-. 
A~lrs.;,.I' .• - _ "A~ us,.;',,.,1: if! C Vi e%.s. 

I up.1 - L.. ' . p - I p ,1 j, 

'-0 
,-. 

nS .... S.l.I' ,. _ "Bs .... s.;..I' .• on r u). - 0 m _ 1 
D iQjUp,i - - t... iQj.p _ /Vp,j I /Q, v - , .•• , • 

1"" 0 

on Gq , Vj = 0, ... , 2m - t, )liq = )li'q' eJ,s. 

It s existence followsJrom Theorem 9.2. We define analogously e:·I,~ Jar (I, v) E Ai . 

Theorem 8.4. [J (H II) holds, then there exist operators Ai, Biqj , which, respectively, 
coincide witll Ai and Biqj in a neighbourhood ofS sllch that any solution u eJf:'(Cs) of 

B1qjll i = 0 on r,q , Vj = 0, ...• m - 1, )Ii, e8s, 

B iqj Ui - 8
"

q' ) u l' = 0 on r iq, Vj = 0, ... ,2m - I, )'Iq = )IrQ ' eJs • 

with IE Jfl:(es), admits the following decomposition: 

where uo eJf'H2",(Cs); cS.;'.I',1:o dS•I . v e C and the singular functions are given by 

h;' 't"p " I: + 2" - 11/ 1 

ES •1•v = 

(8.21) 

(8.22) 

(8.23) 

(8.24) 

Proof We follow the arguments of [4, section lO.e] using Theorem 8.2 instead of 
Theorem 10.2" of [4] and an estimate analogous to (8.6) with non-homogeneous 
interface conditions (as in (2.19». • 

In order to get the final result in the domain n, we need the following localized 
procedure based on usual trace theorems (as Lemma 4.3). 

~roposition 8.S~ Denote by Ws the Hilbert space defined as Ws, replacing B~j!!Y 
Bi,) (where the Blqj's are che operators appearing in the previous theorem). Given v E u.-:~, 
there exists W E V such that 

(i) w = v in a neighbourhood fs of S independent of v, 
(ii) w = 0 outside B(S, tI) for some t'/ > 0 (independent of v). 
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Theorem 8.6. Assume that (H") holds. Let u e V be a solution 0/(4.6)- (4.8) with a datum 
fEJ'f~(n). Then u admits the Jollowing decomposition in a neighbourhood ofS: 

where Uo e.}fH2,"(O); CS.A,I' .. b dS. I, ~ E£. 

Proof Fix '1s . a cut-off function analogous to <[:Is, such that 

(i) supp '1s c fs, 

(8.25) 

(ii) supp '1s is included in the set where the operators A" Bip} and Ai> Bjpj coincide. 

We denC!!e by bs , the sesquilinear form defined on Ws associated with Ai . 
Fix v E Ws and denote by WE V, the function constructed in the previous proposi

tion. It is clear that 

bs(~sU, v) = a(u, w) + a((~s - l)u, w). (8.26) 

As ('1s - l)u belongs to Jf'H 2m far from the vertices of n, we may apply Green's 
identity in the second tenn on the right-hand side of (8.26). This allows one to show 
that '1sU satisfies 

bs(~su, v) = L r j,ii, dx + L r h"jF"jV da, 
j~..v. lei i,II,j Jr,q 

where.£- = Aj('1su,), hi"j = tbiqj(11sUj). When hi,,} appears, then hi"j == 0 in a neighbour
hood of S; so modulo a trace lifting theorem (Lemma 4.3), we may apply Theorem 8.4 

to '1sU. Therefore, the expansion (8.24) for '1sU proves (8.25). • 

9. Stabilization procedure 

Following the ideas of [3,14] and using the abstract setting of [19], we give the 
stabilization procedure for the polynomial resolution and the comparison theorem in 
weighted Sobolev spaces for differential equations in a Hilbert space. As an applica
tion, we consider the Dirichlet problem for elliptic operators of order 2m with smooth 
coefficients in a plane cone. By an example, we also show that our theory can be 
applied to interface problems. 

9.1. The polynomial resolution 

Let X be a Hilbert space with a nonn denoted by 11 ' )) ' Further,let AOI be a family 
of closed operators on X, for rx E I, where I is a fixed neighbourhood of a point 1%0 of 
a topological space V. For convenience. we write AOIo = A. We suppose that the A<I's 
satisfy the following assumptions: 

D(A.) = D(A). V. E f . 

All has a compact resolvent R(A, A<I) = (A. - A~) - I, 'r/ rx E I. 

There exists a continuous function c on I such that c(rxo) = 0 and 

II A. u - Au ll " c(') lI u Il D(A), VUED(A), 'Ef, 

where we recall that Ilull D'AI = Ilull + II Au l1 for all u E D(A). 

(9.1) 

(9.2) 

(9.3) 
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With these assumptions, we are able to show the continuity of the eigenvalues of A~ 
with respect to IX. 

Theorem 9.1- Under the previous assumptions, A" tends to A in the generalized sense of 
KalO (ef [7, section I V.2.6]) or equivalently 

R(A, A.) ~ R(A, A) in norm as • ~ .0, V A E peA). (9.4) 

Consequently, if..l is tm eigenvalue of A with algebraic multiplicity k (i.e. the sum oJthe 
lengths of every Jordan block associated with ..1.; in the sequel, we only speak about. 
algebraic multiplicity and write simply multiplicity), thenfor all sufficiently small £ > 0, 
there exi.~ts a neighbourhood I, of 0:0 such that A" has exactly k eigenvalues (repeated 
according to their multiplicity) in the open ball B{)., £) (see Figs. 11- 17 for some 
illustrations). 

Proof Using a Neumann series, we can show that every ..l E p(A) belongs to p(A,J too 
if IX is close enough to 0:0; moreover, R()., A,,) will be uniformly bounded with respect 
to •. Now, (9.4) follows directly from (9.3) and the following easily checked identity: 

R(A, A.l - R(A, A) = R(A, A.)(A. - A)R(.l, A), V A E peA). 

The remainder follows from Theorems IV.2.25 and IV.3.16 of [7]. • 
Let us pass to the differential equation associated with A,,: for a given function f.. 

(from III into X), we look for a solution u" of 

(9.5) 

This problem was studied in detail in [19], where Nicaise gave some comparison 
results in weighted Sobolev spaces and the polynomial resolution but using the 
classical singular functions (which lead to some instabilities). In order to define the 
stable singular functions, we need the notion of divided differences (see [3, section 8]). 
Let J,lh' .. , J,l" be arbitrary complex numbers; then the divided difference of a holo
morphic function w at 111> . .. , 11K is defined by 

1 f W(A) 
w[p" . .. ,PK] = 2"'7" nK ( ' _ .) dA, 

11t' }' i - I A III 
(9.6) 

where "I is a simple curve surrounding all the Il/s. We also recall Leibniz's formula for 
the divided difference of the product v· w of two holomorphic functions v and w, 
proved in [3, Lemma 8.1]: 

K 

(v· w)[PI> ... , p.] = L v[p" . .. , Pj]w[Pj, · .. ,PKl 
I - I 

Let us finally define 

9'[p" . .. , PK ; t] = w,[p" . .. ,PK], 

where w, is the holomorphic function w,: z -+ e"t. 

(9.7) 

(9.8) 

With these notions, we can solve, in a stable way, problem (9.5) with some particular 
right-hand sides corresponding to polynomials. 

Theorem 9.2. Ler 11 be a complex number and j;. e X, for all a: e I, satisfying 

h. -+ f in X, as a: -+ 0:0' (9.9) 
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Then there exists a solution u, (from ~ into D(A)) of 

~~' - A,u",(t} = eili
/.. on Ill, V!'J. el. (9.10) 

This solution admits the following expansion: 

(i) if Jl. is not an eigenvalue of A. then there exists a sufficiently small neighbourhood 
J of (1,0 such that 

(9.11) 

(ii) if Il is an eigenvalue of A of multiplicity k, then denoting by )'111>' .. ,A.t.. the 
k eigenvalues of A",,/or a. in a sufficiently small neighbourhood J 0/ (1,0, we have 

• 
u",(t) = c",e'" + L do: j 9'Lu. )'111>' .. , Aj",; t]. 

In both cases, c, and d'j are continuous in J with values in D(A), and fulfil 

Ao:c, --+ Ac"'o in X. 

A",dt;r.j -+ Adt;r.o) in X, Vj = 1, ... ,k as a. -+ a.o. 

Proof Using [5, Lemma 1.3.4], we deduce that ", given by 

",(t) = ~ f e" R(z, A,)f, dz 
2m , (z - ~) 

(9.12) 

(9.13) 

is a solution of (9.10) (where y is a closed curve surrounding Il). Therefore, it remains to 
show (9.11) or (9.12). 

Since the only poles of R(z, All) inside y are the )..jll'S, for j E {I, . .. ,k}, we deduce 
that 

• 
X(z, a) = R(z, A,) n (x - Ai') (9.14) 

j '= 1 

is holomorphic in a neighbourhood of int y (in the first case, we simply have 
X(z, IX) = R(z, At;r.». Moreover, owing to (9.4) and the continuity of the eigenvalues, we 
see that 

X(Z, IX) - X(z, IXo) in norm, as a -+ Ilo. V z E y. 

Setting 

Vt;r.: z -+ X(z, a)/.., 

and comparing with (9.13). we obtain 

",(t) = (w,. 0,)[/4 ).,., ... , ). .. ]. 

By the Leibniz formula (9.7), we get (9.11) or (9.12), with 

d",j = v",[)..P" .. ,).,1;..,], Vj = 1, ... , k. 

(9.15) 

The continuity results on the ell's and the d,~./s can easily be deduced from (9.lS) 
~~ . 
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When Jl is an eigenvalue of A, the previous theorem provides a stable solution of 
problem (9.10), since any term of the expansion (9.12) of U", tends to its respective term 
of the expansion (9.12) of u"'o as Il goes to 1X0. It will be used in sections 9.3 and 9.4 in 
the polynomial resolution for elliptic operators of order 2m and for a regular elliptic 
transmission problem. Let us note that Theorem 9.2 also restores the results of San dig 
[20J, who studied a particular case, corresponding to the case when j.l is a simple 
eigenvalue of A. This will be checked in section 9.4 for a particular transmission 
problem. 

We now pass on to the stable asymptotics for the comparison result between two 
different weighted Soholev spaces. 

9.2. Stabilities in weighted Sobolev spaces 

According to [19], we need more assumptions on the A",'s: we suppose that there 
exist two positive real numbers lJ and N and a neighbourhood tift of 1X0 such that 

p(A.) co I:M ~ p. E C: larg J. ± _/21 ,,; ;; and IJ.I " N), V OE 'Ii. 

Moreover, we suppose that the assumption (H I) of [19J is satisfied by A", uniformly in 
dtt, i.e. there exists a closed subspace S of X and a constant C > 0 (independent of IX) 
such that 

II J.R(J., A.)! Il x + II R('!, A.) fIIDfA)"; C 'II! Ilx, V! E S, A E I:,.N, • E'li. (9.16) 

Using the definition of the weighted spaces H!(IR, X) of [I9J, we can give the 
following theorem. 

Theorem 9.3. Let .(1), .(2) be two real numbers such that 0(1) < .(2). For j ~ 1 and 2, 
assume that the line Re ..l. = -- IXU) contains no eigenvalue of A and lelia. E L;(j)(JR:, S),for 
all IX E"li, satisfying 

J,. -t fin (;{j)(JR:, S), as IX -t 110' (9.17) 

Then there exists a neighbourhood Oft' of 110 such (harJor all a e'fl', (9.5) has a solution 
u~JI H;(j)(lR, X) n L;(j)(R, D(A»; moreover, their difference is given by 

ul"(t) - ul"(t) ~ 
).eSp(AI. - ",(2)< Re). < - ",t I) 

where for all eigenvalues ). of A of multiplicity k, we sec 

• 
R).", == L Cj",9'[..l.h,' .. , )'J2; tJ. VIX e'fl'; 

{).J2}j .. I denotes rhe k eigenvalues of A", in a neighbourhood of..l. satisfying . 
Aj ", --+ A, as a -+ (la, Vj = 1, . .. ,k. 

The cj,,'s are continuou.~from "li' with values in D(A) and 

A"cj" -+ ACj<1G in X. as a -+ (lo. 

Finally, there exists a constant C 1 > 0 (independent oill) such that 

Ilu~)ll l .,,(j).X + lI u~) lI o.",,(j).D(A.) ~ C1 Il f ll o.",w.s, '<Ij = 1,2. 

(9.18) 

(9.1 ~) 

(9.20) 
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Proof The existence of u~j) and the estimate (9.20) follow from [19, Theorem 2.7] and 
from the uniform estimate (9.16). Theorem 2.7 of [19] also shows (9.18) with RJ.<J. given 
by (see [19, (2.25)]) 

R" ~ .fIii
2

2n f e" R(z, A,)(iJf,)( - iz) dz, 
In , 

where y is a fixed curve surrounding J.. E Sp(A) (this actually holds for all 11 in 
a sufficiently small neighbourhood of (10 ) ' ]n order to obtain (9.18), we use the same 
arguments as in Theorem 9.2; indeed using X(z, a) given by (9.14), we remark that 

Rl~ = (WI V~)[)' ll<" . . , )'hJ, 

where the function V~ is defined by 

v.: z ~ .fIiiX(z, a)(iJ!.)( - iz), 

which is a holomorphic function in a neighbourhood of int y (see the proof of 
Theorem 2.7 of [19]). We conclude by Leibniz's formula (9.7). The continuity of the 
coefficients follows from (9.17). • 

Again the expansion (9.18) is stable, because each term of the decomposition (9.19) 

of Rl~ tends to the respective term of the decomposition (9.19) of Rl.~o. as ('J. goes to 110' 

Here, this stabilization procedure is necessary when the multiplicity changes with 
respect to IX, i.e. when ). is of multiplicity k > 1 for 0: = 110 . while A« has at least two 
different eigenvalues for 11 #- 110' The figures of section 5 show that this phenomenon is 
not exceptional. 

9.3. Some boundary value problems in infinite cones of the plane 

Let Lo be a properly elliptic operator of order 2m, homogeneous with constant 
coefficients in JR2

• We consider the Dirichlet problem in the cone CQJ = {reill
: r > 0, 

0 < 0 < wi, w eJO, 1.]: 

Lou = f in Cw , (9.21 

ou am- 1u 
u~- ~ .. . ~-- ~OonaC . ov ovm- 1 I<> 

(9.22) 

Reducing (9.21) and (9.22) into a differential equation in a Hilbert space, we shall 
show that the results of the previous section allow us to give a stable asymptotics for 
a weak solution of (9.21) and (9.22). 

Using polar co-ordinates (r, 8) and the Euler change of variable r = el
, (9.21), (9.22) 

arc equivalent to 
,. 
I A,(O, D,)D:v ~ 9 in Bm , (9.23) 

ov a m - IV 
u= - = '" =-- = OonoB ov OV", - l 1<> ' 

(9.24) 

where Bm ~ {(I, 0): Ie R, 0 < 0 < w} and 

2",-j Ok 

A,(O, D,) ~ J. a,.,(8) 00" (9.25) 
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when a',k are infinitely differentiable functions (see [9J, for instance). Due to the 
ellipticity assumption, a2 ... ,o(6) is different from ° for every 9; thererore, without loss of 
generality, we may suppose that a2m,O(O) := I. 

We now use the argument of reduction of order in Ddsee [2, sections 16 and 17]}. If 
we introduce the vectors 

v = (v, D,v, . .. ,D?"'-' v), 

F = (0, 0, . . . ,0, g), 

then (9.23) can be written as 

D,V- d V = F in IR, 

where 

2", - 1 

d(uo, "10 ' .. , " 2", - d = (U1o u2 ,' . . , " 2", - 10 - L A,Il,). 
1=0 

(9.26) 

(9.27) 

(9.28) 

(9.29) 

Since (9.23) is set on B", and in order to take into account the boundary conditions 
(9.24), we introduce 

2,., - 1 

x~ ~ fl H' m- t - l(]O,w[), 
1- 0 

•• VI ~ 0, ... , 2m - 1 and Vo E H (]O, ro[)}. 

We have just proved that v E H~~(B",) is a solution of (9.23), (9.24) iff V given by 
(9.26) belongs to D(sI) and rulfils (9.28) (see [21 , Lemma 3.1]). Similarly, ([21 , Lemma 
3.2J), )'0 is an eigenvalue of the operator d in X", iff the operator ..2' ", (J-o) defined 
hereafter is not invertible (as usual, we say that )'0 is an eigenvalue of !R ",p.)). 
Analogous equivalence holds for the associated Jordan chains as explained in [21, 
section 3]. 

. ", 2m 

5!'w(i. ):H' m([0, w[) n H (]O, w[)~L' (]O,W[ : U H L i.'A/(O, D, )u. 
1= 0 

The most important problem in (9 .28) is that it is set in a Hilbert space Xw 
depending on (J) . Therefore, in order to reduce it to a fixed one, we make the change of 
variable 

'II eI: ]0, (J)o[ -4 JO, ro[ : 0 -4 aO, 

where il = w/wo, with Wo supposed to be a critical angle. This change or variable 
induces an isomorphism between X w and X OJOJ; moreover, the differential equation 
(9.28) set in XOJ becomes 

(9.30) 

where slel is given by (9.29) replacing 0 by a.(J (in the operators A,) and Fel = F OJ qJ eI ' 

In order to apply the results of section 9.1 to (9.30), we need to check the 
assumptions made on the operators slel . Equations (9.1) and (9.2) are clearly satisfied; 
let us consider (9.3). 
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Lemma 9.4. There exists a neighbourhood J of ao ctnd a constant C > 0 such Ihat 

II (d. - d)ull x_ '" ClI - «I ll VII D,.". If V E D(d). 

Proof Fix V E D(.9I), from the definition of the .RI .. 's. we have 

II (d. - .... )ull x_ ~ 11'1:' (A" - A,)V,II 
1-0 LZ(JO .... oO 

2m -1 

'" L c,(a) II V, II H' " 'OO._D. 
1: 0 

where we have set 
2m - / 

C,(<<) ~ L sup la,,(«9)1<<' - a,,(9)1. 

Due to the smooth properties of the a,~'s, we have 

c,(<<) '" CI I - «I. 
Therefore, it remains to show that 

2m - 1 

L Il v,II " ,··,oo . .."," C II VIID'"' ' 
'-0 

This last one foHows from the e1lipticity of Ao . since Agmon- Douglis- Nirenberg 
a priori estimates imply that 

• 
In the same way. using the estimate (3.14) of [19) fulfilled by d in Xm, and 

a perturbation argument, we can show that the dll's satisfy (9.16) unifonnly in 
a neighbourhood of «0. with S ~ {F EX"" in the form (9.27)} . 

We arc now ready to give a stable deco mposition for a weak solution of(9.21) and 
(9.22). Applying Theorems 9.2 and 9.3 to problems (9.30) and going back to the 
original problem. we have (see [4. Theorem 5.11 and Lemma 10.4)) the fo llowing 
theorem. 

Theorem 9.5. Let 010 E )0. 2rr] and lEN u {OJ be fi xed. Assume that the line 
Re). = I + 2m - 1 contains no eigenvalue of!R "'0(1). Suppose givenfr» in H/(C,,,),for all 
w in a neighbourhood'" of wo, satisfying 

11 /<4 0 '1' w/G>O - f<4ollul{c_, - 0, as W - woo 

Then there exists a neighbourhood 1ft' of Wo such that for all (I) e 'fI' we have the 
•• following results: ifU~E H (Cru) is a solution of(9.21) and (9.22) wilh datafm. then 

(9.31) 

where UO r» E H2m +'(Cw), the fi rs! sum extends to all eigenvalues A. of!£ 140(1) in the strip 
Re A. E ]m - I , I + 2m - 1 [; if 1 is such an eigenvalue of mulliplicity k, according to 
Theorem 9.1 . there exist k eigenvalues Alw ,' .• • 1.11> of !t> ",(1) such that 
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finally. we have 

• 
R .I.", = L Cj",.Sf' [ Al w.' •• , },-j",; In r]. 

j '- 1 

The second sum extends to all non-negative integers n E [0, k - IJ and 

S"w = k"",Y' [n + 2m; In rJ, 

(9.32) 

(9.33) 

if 11 + 2m is not an eigenvalue of Ie woO.); otherwise if n + 2m is an eigenvalue of 5£ woO·) 
of multiplicity k', then denoting by }J l",,' .. , 11k'", the k' eigenvalues of.!£ 10 (..1.) sali:ijying 

jJlw -+ n + 2m as c:o -+ wo, "i)' = 1, ... , k', 

we have 
k· 

s.w ~ k.wY[n + 2m; In rJ + L k.j'wY[n + 2m, ~, w, . .. , ~j'w; In r]. (9.34) 
i; l 

In expres.~ions (9.32H9.34), the coefficients Cjru, k~w and k"iw belong to H 2m(]0, wD 
and depend continuously on (J) in the following sellse: 

IICjw ° o/",iwo - cj"'o IIH~m(]o.",o" -+O, as w--+ 000 

and analogously for k ll", and k"i''''. 

Remark 9.6. For convenience, we have treated here the Dirichlet problem for an 
elliptic operator in dimension 2. Nevertheless, it is possible to consider other bound
ary conditions and higher dimensions (for instance, for rotationally symmetric cones 
of 1R: 3 as considered in [20J for the Lame system). 

In our example, if the functions a /,ll. would be analytic functions (which is the case 
for the usual example as the Laplace operator or the biharmonic one), the family d ~ 
would be a holomorphic family of type (A) in the sense of Kato (see [8, section VII. 2J); 
in that case, Lemma 9.4 and Theorem 9.1 are in accordance with Theorem VII ,1.8 of 
[7]. Let us also notice that we cannot hope an analytical dependence if we apply 
a non-analytic change of variable'll II (as considered by [9] in a non-regular cone of IRn 

or for transmission problems, where two (or more) parameters appear, as we shall 
explain in the following subsection), 

9.4 . A transmission problem 

In this section, we firstly study a particular polynomial resolution and solve the 
stabilization problem using the procedure of [20]. We secondly show that it is in 
accordance with the results of section 9.1. 

For convenience, we consider example 1 with only 2 media; moreover, we take the 
following characteristic polynomial resolution: for a fixed 1 E I\l u {O}. find explicitly 
a solution u of 

in n" V J = 1, 2, 

u. (r, wd = u2(r,wd on 11, 

QUI QU2 I 
p, ao(r,w,)~p, cO (r,w,) on 1" 

u I (r, 0) = rl on rb, 
on r~_ (9.35) 
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From Lemma 7.1, we find u in the form 

",(r, 0) ~ r'{cos(IO) + D~(II) sin(lO)}, 
D,( ) 

" , (r, 0) ~ r' + ~;I) sinl(w, + w, - 0), 

if f is not an eigenvalue of IE WI ,"'2 (..1.), i.e. if D~(I) =1= 0, where we have set 

Dt(l) = - Pl cos(lW t) COS(lWl ) + PI sin(lwt) sin(lwl )' 

Conversely, if I is an eigenvalue of ~(l) , ."'~ ().)' then we have 

c(l)sin(lw, ) 
" , (r, 0) ~ r' {cos(lO) - 21D~' (1) Ocos(IO)} + c(l)r' In rsin(lw, )sin(IO). 

,. cm sin(lw,) 
", (r, 0) ~ r (d, (I)sm I(w, + w, - 0) - 2IDR'(I) (w , + w, - 0) 

x cos I(w) + w, - 0) + c(I)ln r sin(lw,)sin I(w, + w, - O)} 

(9.36) 

(9.37) 

(9.38) 

(9.391 

in the case sin(lw d =1= 0 =f::. sin(lwl) (otherwise, it is rather different), where c(l) and 
dl (l ) are two constants. It is easy to see that under the previous assumption, I is 
a simple eigenvalue of IE "'lo",J ..l). 

Let us now pass on to the stabilization procedure: fix (w) O, WlO) such that [ is an 
eigenvalue of !l' (l)lo.<02o (l ) and, for simplicity, assume that 

sin(lw)o) '" 0 '" sin(lww ). 

From the results of section 9.1 (see also Figs 6-8), for (mi . Wl ) near (w \ 0, w lO), I is no 
more an eigenvalue of !i' w • . "'l (A). Nevertheless, there exists a simple eigenvalue 
A(Wl> (02 ) of It' "".<Ol(A) such that 

J..(w! , Wl ) ~ I, as (Wt , Wl ) ~ (00 10, W20)' 

In that case, the stabilization procedure consists in replacing (9.36) and (9.37) by 

") (r, 0) ~ r' cos(l8) + D~ (II) {r' sin(/O) - r"w, .• " sin(l(w " w, )O)}. (9.40) 
D, ( ) 

u2(r, 0) = {r' Pt sin [(001 + W 2 - 0) 

_ r "w '··')D,(I) Sin~~ (w" W'~W l ~ sin (l(w , ,W,)(ill , +"" _ O))}/D~(I), (9 .41) 
sm (W j,W20h 

which is still a solution of (9.35). This one is stable since we can show that the 
right-hand side 0[(9.40) (resp. (9.41)) tends to the right-hand side 0[(9.38) (resp. (9 .39)) 
{with (WI ' 002 ) replaced by (W tD. WlO» . as (Wt , Wl) goes to (WlO ' oozo)· 

Let us finally note that it coincides with the results of Theorem 9.2; indeed from this 
theorem, we know that a sta ble solution exists in tbe fonn 

u;{r, 8) = r 1cp ;,(U" w2(B) + (r' - rllW"W~) tP i,,,, !.w2 (O), Vi = 1, 2, 

for some stable functions !Pi.ID I.Wl' I/Ii ."".W2' This is exactly what (9AO) and (9.41) make. 
For the sake of simplicity, we have only considered the particular problem (9.35), 

but obviously we may use the results of sections 9.1 and 9.2 to general regular elliptic 
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transmission problems. Again we emphasize on the non-analytical dependence of the 
obtained operator ,s;/(J. with respect to a, since a is no more a real number. 
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